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Abstract: Spam posts in web forum discussions cause user inconvenience and lower the value
of the web forum as an open source of user opinion. In this regard, as the importance of a web
post is evaluated in terms of the number of involved authors, noise distorts the analysis results
by adding unnecessary data to the opinion analysis. Here, in this work, an automatic detection
model for spam posts in web forums using both conventional machine learning and deep learning is
proposed. To automatically differentiate between normal posts and spam, evaluators were asked
to recognize spam posts in advance. To construct the machine learning-based model, text features
from posted content using text mining techniques from the perspective of linguistics were extracted,
and supervised learning was performed to distinguish content noise from normal posts. For the deep
learning model, raw text including and excluding special characters was utilized. A comparison
analysis on deep neural networks using the two different recurrent neural network (RNN) models of
the simple RNN and long short-term memory (LSTM) network was also performed. Furthermore,
the proposed model was applied to two web forums. The experimental results indicate that the deep
learning model affords significant improvements over the accuracy of conventional machine learning
associated with text features. The accuracy of the proposed model using LSTM reaches 98.56%,
and the precision and recall of the noise class reach 99% and 99.53%, respectively.
Keywords: web forum; social media; content noise; posting quality; text mining; deep learning;
machine learning

1. Introduction
Nowadays, social sustainability has been considered pivotal to sustainable development together
with environmental and economic sustainability, although much attention has lately been focused
on social sustainability [1]. It has been defined in a variety of ways, and the common aspect
among them is to promote and sustain a high quality of life and wellbeing within communities by
satisfying people’s social needs [2]. Accordingly, it would be very helpful for our society to build and
maintain a communication channel as a transparent platform on which all individual social needs can
be merged into a social voice.
With the advent of information and communication technologies, the Internet has played
an increasingly important role in everyday lives, in the way that people communicate via the Internet,
and how they are socially connected with each other. In particular, the emergence of web-based
applications, such as social media, blogs, wikis, and web forums, has radically altered how people
communicate and interact with each other in the digital world.
Among the web-driven applications, social media is used by billions of people in the world
as a communication channel. It lowers physical barriers and the cost of creating content, thereby
accelerating information production and consumption. People not only consume provided content,
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but also directly create and share content on the web, thus influencing the information acquisition and
thinking of others. Accordingly, social media data are widely exploited in analyzing public opinion to
evaluate social sustainability by involving scientific and computational techniques [3].
Meanwhile, web forums can provide an opinion platform where people discuss various topics of
similar interests by sharing their ideas and experiences. They contain a wealth of information and
intensive discussions on specific topics, making them the most important opinion-forming media [4].
However, improper use by certain users is degrading the value of web forums. Forums open to
ordinary users typically allow anyone to write content, which often results in many promotional posts
unrelated to the topics. Moreover, unproductive personal attacks among users do not lead to practical
discussion. Such postings in web forums can be considered as “noise”.
This work was started to improve the quality of the datasets of postings in web forums for
opinion mining. We aimed to build business intelligence, focusing on Walmart, by listening to various
stakeholders online, which is a new channel compared to traditional customer surveys. The main task
was to investigate the main topics related to the company and to analyze the sentiment on the company.
This information can be used to improve the service or product quality of the company and to develop
or improve the brand image of the company. To capture what is going in online communities regarding
the company, the basic process is to derive the main topics, which are frequent keywords. In this regard,
it is noted that the importance of a post is evaluated in terms of the number of involved authors or
comments, but content noise distorts the implications of the analysis by adding unnecessary text
in the opinion analysis. To accurately identify user opinions in a web forum, this noise must first be
removed through pre-processing. In terms of users, unnecessary posts have the effect of hindering web
forum activity. Moreover, in terms of operating the web forum, unnecessary posts, conflicts among
users, and spam can lower user experience and lead to users leaving the forum. Addressing these
issues has become increasingly important today.
Walmart is the world’s largest retail company according to the Fortune Global 500 list in 2019.
It has 11,484 stores and clubs in 27 countries (as of 30 April 2020). Accordingly, Walmart is widely
known, and various discussions take place in several forums. A case study on Walmart found that
preprocessing is necessary for accurate opinion mining, so the experiment venue is set to Walmart.
An automatic noise detection model is proposed for web forums using representative machine
learning approaches accompanied by feature generation and deep learning without feature generation.
In the traditional machine learning approach, text features are extracted from the posts in the web
forum, and a classification model is built by learning differences between two classes—noise and
normal posts. Second, a deep-learning-based detection model is built using raw texts by adopting
the following deep learning models: A deep neural network (DNN) without processing of the word
sequence and a recurrent neural network (RNN) with processing of the word sequence.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related works in opinion mining are introduced to
highlight the motivation of our work, the role of noise content detection in opinion mining is explained,
and finally, previous works from the perspective of algorithms focusing on deep learning models
recently widely adopted in text processing are reviewed. Section 3 presents the proposed models
for noise content detection built with conventional machine learning and deep learning algorithms,
such as simple RNN and long short-term memory (LSTM). Section 4 presents the experimental results
of comparing the learning models according to the performance metrics, including accuracy, recall,
precision, and F-value. Section 5 discusses the limitations and remaining challenges, and finally,
Section 6 offers concluding remarks.
2. Research Background
2.1. Opinion Mining
First, the value of social media replacing the traditional marketing tool is highlighted, and then
the related works dealing with the virtues of text mining for web posts are reviewed. Finally, studies
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on text mining from the perspective of two kinds of algorithms are reviewed: Machine learning
with feature engineering and deep learning that is applicable to raw text. Text mining is a technique
that applies natural language processing and document processing technology to unstructured data
(e.g., web forum posts) to extract and process useful information.
Regarding the analysis of web content, it is noted that beyond conventional questionnaires and
telephone surveys, studies of web-based market research (including customer surveys and public
opinion surveys) began with analysis of customer responses through email. Sampson predicted that
the advent of the web would usher in online user communities as a source of market research [5].
Gillin pointed out the growing online influence of customers on each other and its impact on market
competition [6]. Moreover, studies on online opinion analysis have primarily investigated opinions
on certain products through product reviews on the company website or online stores, and then
used the results to develop products or devise market strategies. For example, Morinaga et al.
investigated product awareness through online surveys [7], and Liu et al. developed a system to
visualize the influence of online customer evaluations of product characteristics on the purchasing
behavior of other customers [8]. Glance et al. proposed a model for identifying and analyzing
information on product reviews from blogs or web forums [9].
Many researchers have conducted studies to extract opinions from social media, particularly
blogs, and determine their correlation with company performance indicators, such as movie box office
rankings and product sales over the past 10 years [5,7,10]. Over the past decade, numerous such studies
have also used data from direct user evaluations. These studies are indicative of the trend of research on
directly analyzing web content as a means of replacing the traditional consumer surveys [4]. Gruhl et al.
demonstrated that the number of mentions of a certain product in blogs and the link structures among
blogs are related to sharp increases in product sales [10]. Liu et al. used the sentiment probabilistic
latent semantic analysis (SPLSA) model, which applies probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) to
blogs, to derive the potential sentiments of blog content, and used the autoregressive sentiment-aware
(ARSA) model to analyze the relationship between product sales and product-related sentiment [8].
2.2. Spam Detection
Some of the literature also includes prior studies on noise in social media. Wanas et al. developed
a model for automatically evaluating the quality of forum posts [11]. Features including topic
relevance, originality, forum-related characteristics (number of citations and comments), surface-level
features of the post (post length, speed of author responses to replies, quality of post formatting),
and content-related features (numbers of links and questions) were derived, and the support vector
machine (SVM) was used to build an automatic evaluation model. Regarding spam, noting that spam
in forums degrades the search engine quality, Niu et al. compared spam between forums and blogs [12].
They additionally proposed a context-based (redirection and cloaking) model that can automatically
detect forum spam. Noting the issue of spam in Web 2.0, Hayati and Potdar compared and analyzed
current techniques for detecting or preventing spam [13]. Lin et al. proposed a spam-detection model
for blogs that uses the characteristics of content and the regularity of posting times [14]. Mishne et al.
presented a model for detecting spam in blog comments [15], and Han et al. presented a model for
detecting promotional posts in blogs, including comments and trackbacks [16]. To detect opinion spam
in online opinions, particularly product reviews, Jindal and Liu proposed a model encompassing review
content, reviewer characteristics, and product characteristics [17]. Zinman and Donath considered
the issue of spam in social networking sites and proposed a model to detect spam originating from
fake and illegal user profiles [18]. Benevenuto et al. proposed a spam extraction model to address
the issue of content spam on YouTube (titles and other promotional videos) [19].
2.3. Deep Learning for Text Mining
Regarding text mining, previous works have utilized machine learning algorithms after deriving
text features. Meanwhile, as deep learning is known to work well in natural language processing, recent
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works have adopted the deep learning model, including deep neural networks (DNNs), convolutional
neural networks (CNNs), and recurrent neural networks (RNNs). In particular, long short-term memory
(LSTM) that can learn long-term dependencies is used in text mining, such as in text classification, text
summarization, and text generation.
Song et al. proposed an LSTM–CNN-based abstractive text summarization framework that can
construct new sentences [20]. Rather than utilizing semantic phases, their framework explored
fine-grained fragments from source sentences and then generated text summaries with deep
learning, outperforming the state-of-the-art models in terms of both semantics and syntactic structure.
Zhang et al. demonstrated a new topic-enhanced LSTM model to deal with the document representation
problem [21]. They first built an attention-based LSTM model to generate a hidden representation of
a word sequence in a given document, and then created a tree-structured LSTM to generate a semantic
representation of the document. Their model was evaluated with typical text mining applications,
including document classification, topic detection, information retrieval, and document clustering.
Wei et al. proposed a method for malfunction inspection report processing for power grid inspection
personnel to deal with unstructured text data by combining text mining-oriented RNN with LSTM [22].
The experimental results showed that the RNN–LSTM-based method could successfully diagnose
labeled malfunction inspection reports when given unstructured text data.
From the application perspective, there are some works applying deep learning models in spam
detection. Regarding the appropriateness of content and language, Yenala et al. pointed out that
inappropriate content on the web includes hurling abuses and passing rude and discourteous
comments to individuals [23]. Consequently, they proposed the convolutional bi-directional
LSTM, which combines the strengths of both convolutional neural networks and bi-directional
LSTMs. Their application includes query completion suggestions in search engines and user
conversations in messengers. Jain et al. implemented an LSTM-based spam classification method
and compared the performance on two datasets (i.e., SMS Spam Collection and Twitter) with various
conventional machine learning algorithms, such as SVM, Naïve Bayes, ANN, and random forests [24].
The experimental results showed that the proposed LSTM-based method outperformed traditional
machine learning methods. They also proposed a CNN- and LSTM-based spam detection method
in social media by working with knowledge bases, such as WordNet and ConceptNet; their experimental
results on two benchmark datasets (SMS and Twitter datasets) showed its effectiveness [25]. Ren and Ji
also proposed a combined model of CNN and RNN for deceptive opinion spam detection [26]. Recently,
Roy et al. proposed a method for classifying spam and non-spam SMS text messages with CNN and
LSTM models [27]. The model showed 99.4% accuracy on a benchmark dataset consisting of 747 spam
and 4827 non-spam text messages.
As mentioned above, deep learning has started being applied to spam detection mainly for Twitter
and SMS, in which texts are relatively shorter than texts in web forums. In contrast to that in social
media, spam in web forums containing longer texts has not yet been studied with state-of-the-art deep
learning models, which echoes our motivation for this research. The promotional messages, opinion
spam, and abuse contents have not yet been studied under the deep learning framework, while they
were previously studied under a framework combining text feature extraction and machine learning.
Research on web forums where people who have similar interests can have in-depth conversation
is lacking. Furthermore, the overall judgement of quality of posts on the web by detecting noise is
a novel approach. Recent works on deep learning started to combine the CNN and RNN, but this
will cause a high computational cost. This work will focus on building a lightweight detection model
and on addressing the issue of content noise for opinion mining, which has not been addressed
in previous works.
3. Spam Detection Model
The framework of the spam detection model for web forum content cleansing is shown in Figure 1.
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TP
TP + FP
Recall = TP TP
+ FN
Precision × Recall
F-value = 2 ×
Precision + Recall

Precision =

TP : True Positive (correctly classified spam)

(1)

TN : True Negative (correctly classified normal post)
FP : False Positive (incorrectly classified spam)
FN : False Negative (incorrectly classified normal post)
3.1. Conventional Machine Learning Model Using Feature Engineering
Our proposed learning model automatically classifies noise in a web forum. To detect noise, post
features extracted by means of text mining technology are used as variables to build a classification
model that distinguishes noise from normal posts. Here, noise refers to spam, such as promotional posts,
posts containing links to illegal sites or malicious code, posts unrelated to the topic, and prolonged
discussions due to abuse or slander among users.
In general, features extracted from the textual data include content-free features (i.e., lexical
features, syntactic features, and structural features) and content-specific features (e.g., word N-grams).
Our machine learning model also uses the syntactical, semantic, and lexical features of the posts (see
Table 1). These features typically frame the analytical perspective when analyzing text in linguistics.
In the past, text analysis has mainly utilized semantic features, i.e., words or combinations of
words [28,29]. Here, the syntactic and lexical features of the sentences are included to examine text
features from various perspectives.
Table 1. Text features.
Classification

Text Features

Syntax
Semantics
Lexical

Part of speech
Unigram, bigram
Punctuation, line length, contains non-stop words, stemming, rare words

The proposed model uses the following variables for each type of feature: Unigrams and
bigrams for semantic features; part of speech for syntactic features; and punctuation, line length,
contains stopwords, stemming, and rare words for lexical features. Here, a unigram is one word,
whereas a bigram is a combination of two consecutive words. For example, “forum” is a unigram and
“web forum” is a bigram. The term “part of speech” (POS) refers to a combination of grammatically
distinct words. This variable indicates the syntactic features of the post, which are normally divided
into verbs, nouns, adjectives, and adverbs. Accordingly, POS is a feature that indicates verb + adverb,
adjective + noun, noun + noun, etc. The variable “punctuation”, which refers to the mark at the end of
a sentence, characterizes the post according to whether it contains a period, comma, question mark,
or quotation mark. “Line length”, the length of the text, is an evaluation criterion that represents
the depth and detail of the text. The variable “contains stopwords” indicates whether the text contains
words excluded from the text analysis because their meanings are not distinct (e.g., prepositions and
relative pronouns). This variable indicates how much meaningful information the post contains.
“Stemming” measures the frequency of words with the same root but different forms in the sentences,
while “rare words” measures the proportion of non-repeating words in the text.
Next, a classification model was constructed to distinguish between spam and normal text based
on the extracted text features.
To construct the automatic learning model, the Naïve Bayes model, SVM, and decision tree,
which are three different representative machine learning models, were adopted. The Naïve Bayesian
probability model assumes independence between variables and enables learning with only a small
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amount of data; as the variables are assumed to be independent, there is no need to calculate
the covariance between them. SVM, a non-probabilistic classifier, constructs a multi-dimensional
plane to distinguish classes in a multi-dimensional space. It is known for its excellent performance
in classification. Meanwhile, a decision tree constructs a tree of variables in a direction that reduces
the diversity of the classes included in the tree. Unlike the two aforementioned models, rather than
using all variables, the tree variables are selected based on the degree of diversity reduction.
3.2. Deep Learning Model
Text is one of the most widespread forms of sequenced data. It can be understood as either
a sequence of characters or a sequence of words. In general, deep learning models are applied to
text for document classification, sentiment analysis, author identification, etc. A deep learning model
automatically derives the statistical patterns in written language; thus, extensive feature generation is
not necessary for deep learning.
In this study, the text classification method that uses machine learning after extracting various
linguistic features was compared with deep learning that performs automatic feature generation. Deep
learning models consider input text as numeric tensors, and this process is called vectorizing: The input
text is tokenized into words, and each word is transformed into a vector.
In this study, the unigram was used for tokenization. Conventional machine learning uses
unigrams and bigrams; however, in the deep learning model, consecutive words are considered
as a sequence. Thus, only unigram tokenizing is required. N-gram features are extracted automatically
in the deep learning model, even though humans cannot interpret which features are exactly extracted.
The token, which is a word that is associated with numeric vectors, is fed to the deep learning
model. In the study, a 50-dimensional vector for word embedding to pack text information into lower
dimensions was used.
Regarding the modeling procedure, first, an entire document is regarded as a sample. Next,
a document is tokenized into words and an index is built for all tokens in the data. In addition,
the punctuation and special characters from the sample are included in the first experiment using
the deep learning case. In the second case, special characters are excluded. Next, a unique index is
assigned to each word. All the words from all the samples are vectorized, and therefore, the vector
dimension is set to the maximum value of the length of all sentences. If a sentence is shorter
than the maximum length, zero padding is used to ensure that the sentence length is maximized.
Two different word-embedding methods are set: One includes punctuation and special characters,
and the other excludes them. In the study, the RNN was adopted, as it can learn features from sentences
by examining continuous word sequences.
Figure 2 shows the conceptual description of DNN, simple RNN, and LSTM. The blue circle
represents each token—in our case, a word. The orange square represents the processing layer used
to incorporate input tokens. DNNs process all tokens together and transform them into output.
In this case, the sequence of tokens is ignored. RNNs process sequences by iterating through the token
from the text and maintaining a state containing past sequences. The box labeled as RNN is a loop that
reuses the state computed during the previous iteration and computes it with a current input. LSTM
has a carrying layer that saves previous sequences for later use. This prevents previous patterns from
vanishing during the process. The comparison of the three models will tell us that the learning sequence
of words is significantly important in detecting noise. Furthermore, the comparison between the simple
RNN and LSTM will tell us how important remembering long-term sequences is in detecting noise.
The model architecture is built as follows. In the RNN, the first layer is composed of the recurrent
layers or LSTM layers to learn features, and subsequent dense layers are used to perform classification.
For comparison purposes, the DNN is also set up with two dense layers right after the word-embedding
layer. The DNN derives abstract features based on the presence of word vectors, “forgetting”
the sequences of word vectors. On the other hand, RNN models consider temporal sequences of
word vectors. RNNs use their internal state to process variable-length sequences of word vectors.
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Table 2. Experimental dataset.

No. of Samples

Yahoo!
Finance
Web Forums

No. of
Investor
868 (52.6%)
Stakeholders
Samples

Wal-Mart sucks

Customer

Total
Yahoo! Finance

Investor

783 (47.4%)
1651
868 (52.6%)

No. of Content Noise

No. of
Content Noise

135 (59.5%)

92 (40.5%)
227(59.5%)
135

URL
http://messages.finance.yahoo.com/
URL
mb/WMT/
http://www.walmartsucks.org

http://messages.finance.yahoo.co
m/mb/WMT/
http://www.walmartsucks.org

Wal-Mart sucks
Customer
783 (47.4%)
92 (40.5%)
The dataset
is randomly split into1651
four subsets, which
Total
227 means that each subset is used in turn

as testing data, and the remaining subsets are used as training data. The split follows a stochastic
The dataset is randomly split into four subsets, which means that each subset is used in turn as
process, so the split result differs with every turn. Thus, the repeated K-fold cross-validation was
testing data, and the remaining subsets are used as training data. The split follows a stochastic
adopted to guarantee unbiased performance. K-fold cross validation method is a statistical skill to
process, so the split result differs with every turn. Thus, the repeated K-fold cross-validation was
measure the performance of the model on new data after splitting the data into K-folds. Each fold is
adopted to guarantee unbiased performance. K-fold cross validation method is a statistical skill to
used as testing data in turns, and the remaining K-1 folds are used as training data. The K-fold split
measure the performance of the model on new data after splitting the data into K-folds. Each fold is
follows a stochastic process, so the split can differ per each implementation. As a result, the algorithm
used as testing data in turns, and the remaining K-1 folds are used as training data. The K-fold split
performance is affected by this randomness. The repeated K-fold validation complements this
follows a stochastic process, so the split can differ per each implementation. As a result, the algorithm
performance is affected by this randomness. The repeated K-fold validation complements this
weakness by repeating the step splitting samples into folds n times. In our case, we used 10 times
four-fold cross-validation.
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Table

TestTest
Group
Group
noise
Welch twonoise
Welch
two-sample
t-testnormal
sample
t-test

normal

Mean
Mean
-5
4.024784
10−5
4.024784 ×× 10
-5
1.533009 × 10−5
1.533009 × 10

t-Value
t-Value
64.465

64.465

DF
DF
1,204,167

1,204,167

p-Value
p-Value
2.2 × 10-16

2.2 × 10−16

To perform the classification task, posts judged to be spam by four evaluators were classified as
noise,
the remainder
as normaltask,
posts.
Accordingly,
comprised
of the total
The
Toand
perform
the classification
posts
judged tospam
be spam
by four27.6%
evaluators
wereposts.
classified
kappa
statistic,
which
measures
inter-evaluator
reliability,
was
calculated
at
0.657,
thus
indicating
as noise, and the remainder as normal posts. Accordingly, spam comprised 27.6% of the total posts.
reliable
agreement
the evaluators.
Next, the 513
text-based
were
derived
forindicating
each user
The
kappa
statistic, among
which measures
inter-evaluator
reliability,
wasfeatures
calculated
at 0.657,
thus
post. Aagreement
total of 1,651
posts
were
used as Next,
training
and 10 rounds
of four-fold
cross-validations
reliable
among
the
evaluators.
thedata,
513 text-based
features
were derived
for each user
were
performed.
post. A total of 1651 posts were used as training data, and 10 rounds of four-fold cross-validations
This work developed two scenarios, focusing on the fundamental differences in the learning
were performed.
algorithms
of traditional
machine
learningfocusing
and deepon
learning,
the three representative
of
This work
developed
two scenarios,
the fundamental
differences inalgorithms
the learning
decision
tree,
SVM,
and
Naïve
Bayes
in
machine
learning,
and
the
three
different
models
of
simple
algorithms of traditional machine learning and deep learning, the three representative algorithms of
RNN, LSTM,
and DNN
deepBayes
learning.
decision
tree, SVM,
and in
Naïve
in machine learning, and the three different models of simple
For
each
deep
learning
model,
various architectures of heavy models or light models with
RNN, LSTM, and DNN in deep learning.
different numbers of filters are explored. For the simple RNN and LSTM, the overall architecture, the
number of recurrent layers and dense layers, the number of filters in recurrent layers, and the number
of nodes in dense layers were varied and the performance was tracked. This provides information on
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For each deep learning model, various architectures of heavy models or light models with different
numbers of filters are explored. For the simple RNN and LSTM, the overall architecture, the number
of recurrent layers and dense layers, the number of filters in recurrent layers, and the number of
nodes in dense layers were varied and the performance was tracked. This provides information
on the best-performing architecture. With the best model, two scenarios that either include or exclude
special characters were explored. The ‘tm’ package was used to derive text features, and RWeka and
Keras were used to build an automatic model.
4.2. Spam Detection with Machine Learning Models
Next, three different representative machine learning models, including a Naïve Bayes model,
SVM, and decision tree, were constructed. In the SVM, the kernel function depends on what the data
looks like. In our case, the number of features is relatively low and has little risk of overfitting.
A polynomial kernel was adopted to use a non-linear hyperplane formed with features to divide noise
and normal contents. For the decision tree, J48 was used for simple and interpretable results. Naïve
Bayes had no specific parameters. The experiment was performed using R installed in a Windows
server with a 2.3 GHz CPU and 640 GB of RAM. RWeka was used for the traditional machine learning
algorithms. Table 4 summarizes the model specifications of the selected machine learning algorithms.
Table 4. Model specifications of the traditional machine learning algorithms.
Classification Model

Model Specifications

Decision tree
Naïve Bayes
Support vector machine (SVM)

J48 (C4.5), Batch size: 100, confidence factor: 0.25, minimum
number of data in a leaf: 2, number of folds: 3
Batch size: 100, no kernel estimation
Batch size: 100, poly-kernel for non-linear hyperplane

Table 5 lists the training results of the three machine learning classification models. As the main
objective of the proposed model is to detect noise, the model performance was assessed based on
precision and recall for the noise class. The SVM exhibits the highest precision at 0.5417. Overall,
the three machine learning algorithms generated poor performance in detecting content noise.
Table 5. Machine-learning-based detection results.
Classification
Model

Precision for
Content Noise

Recall for
Content Noise

F-Value for
Content Noise

Accuracy

Decision tree
Naïve Bayes
SVM

0.5459
0.3527
0.5417

0.4956
0.7456
0.5702

0.5195
0.4789
0.5556

0.8734
0.7759
0.8740

In the study, the decision tree model generated classification rules with −, ≤, POS, and nine
unigrams.
The model used a total of 31 variables, POS including preposition + space,
basic_verb + preposition, and past_verb + preposition for POS, and unigrams including “blitz”,
“work”, “thei”, “thank”, “that”, and so on. The number of features, 31 in our case, was determined
in terms of information gain. The variable with the highest normalized information gain was chosen to
make the decision.
Figure 4 shows the tree output from the decision tree model. The four most important features are
sequentially listed as blitz (unigram), line-length, work, and “Preposition + Adjective”. In the figure,
POS is represented in the following abbreviations: CC: Coordinating conjunction, CD: Cardinal
number, DT: Determiner, EX: Existential there, FW: Foreign word, IN: Preposition/subordinate,
JJ: Adjective, JJR: Adjective, comparative, JJS: Adjective, superlative, LS: List item marker, MD: Modal,
NN: Singular Noun, NNS: Plural Noun, plural, NNP: Singular proper noun, NNPS: Plural proper
noun, PDT: Predeterminer, POS: Possessive ending, PRP: Personal pronoun, PP: Possessive pronoun,
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RB: Adverb, RBR: Comparative adverb, RBS: Superlative adverb. Content that contained the “blitz”
word, had a longer line length, and excluded the “DOLLAR” special character turned out normal content.
Content noise excluded “blitz” and ”work” words and also excluded the “Preposition + Adjective”
POS composition. This indicates that “blitz” is relevant to investors and that “work” is relevant to
Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW
11 of 16
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When compared with the other two training models that use entire variables, the decision tree
is a learning model that includes relatively few variables; hence, it is considered to have poor
classification performance when using text features in posts.
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When compared with the other two training models that use entire variables, the decision tree is
a learning model that includes relatively few variables; hence, it is considered to have poor classification
performance when using text features in posts.
For the Naïve Bayes model, unigrams and POS terms were used with high precision; among
syntactic features, line length was ranked. Thus, in this model, lexical and syntactic features are
important variables for detecting noise. Meanwhile, for the SVM model that uses a poly-kernel function,
among the top 10 important variables for classifying normal and spam posts according to the coefficient
values in the polynomial model, one POS (Verb + Preposition) was ranked, and nine unigrams (i.e., nice,
receipt, fish, guess, manag, call, bentonvil, overtim, law, repli) were ranked. The SVM model was
constructed mainly using semantic features. In the classification model generated from the three
learning models, unigram was the most important feature, followed by POS and punctuation.
4.3. Spam Detection with Deep Learning Models
For the deep learning experiments, the same machine as that used in the experiments for
the machine learning models was used. In addition, Keras was adopted as a deep learning library,
and the parameters were set as listed in Table 6. In the study, the parameters were varied and
the performance was checked in each case. The best performance was achieved with the optimal
number of epochs = 10 and batch size = 10; Adam optimization was used to achieve this result.
The number of unique words, including punctuation, was 17,475. The maximum length of samples
was 5,649. Sentences shorter than this length were padded. To express the 17,475 words in lower
dimensions, we set the Word2Vec dimension to 50.
Table 6. Specifications of the deep learning model.
Parameter

Specifications

Batch size
Max length of input
Word2Vec dimension
Filters in RNN layer
Size of dense layer
Optimizer
Epoch

20
5649
50
50
20 × 1
Adam
20

Next, the parameters of the deep learning architecture were also adjusted to construct a light
model. The number of filters in the RNN and the dense layer size were reduced. The comparison
between the DNN, RNN, and LSTM performances are shown in Table 7. The table reveals that the DNN
that did not consider the sequence of words generated a better performance than the simple RNN,
but the DNN performed slightly more poorly relative to the LSTM in the complex model with a large
dense layer size. However, when the model was light with a small-sized dense layer, LSTM afforded
the best performance. This result implies that the word sequence is important in detecting noise
in web forums.
Table 7. Performance comparison for various specifications of the deep learning model.
Filters in RNN Layer

50
20
-

Dimension of Dense Layers
50

20

0.9843
0.9837
0.9847

0.9807
0.9845
0.9789
0.9856
0.9840

Algorithms
RNN
LSTM
RNN
LSTM
DNN
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LSTM is slightly better than the simple RNN and DNN, even with the light architecture.
This implies that memorizing the long-term sequence is efficient in content noise detection. The precision
and recall of the noise class were checked because the sample class was unbalanced. The LSTM,
as it afforded the best performance, gave a good performance for the noise class, which is different
from the machine learning algorithms, as shown in Table 8.
Table 8. Performances for the noise class.
Classification Model

Precision

Recall

F-Value

Accuracy

LSTM with 20 LSTM filters, 20 × 1 dense layer

0.9900

0.9953

0.9926

0.9856

In addition, the role of punctuation for noise detection in text using the architecture affording
the best performance was tested. The performance was reduced little when excluding the punctuation
(see Table 9) in the case of the best performance. The results imply that special characters do not play
an important role in noise detection.
Table 9. Performance comparison between cases of “including special characters” and “excluding
special characters”.
Classification Model

Including Special Characters

Excluding Special Characters

DNN with 20 × 1 layer
Simple RNN with 50 RNN filters, 50 × 1 dense layer
LSTM with 20 LSTM filters, 20 × 1 dense layer

0.9847
0.9843
0.9856

0.9832
0.9809
0.9855

5. Discussion and Remaining Challenges
Our work contributes to the related research fields from the following perspectives.
First, various deep-learning-based techniques have started to be applied to spam detection in social
media, such as Twitter and SMS messages, of which texts are relatively shorter than those in web
forums as main venues. The spam in web forums that usually contain long texts has not been studied
with deep learning models yet, and thus, we have tried to explore the potential of deep learning
techniques in spam detection for web forums.
Second, spam detection focuses on promotional messages; however, the content noise is a border
concept including unnecessary posts, conflicts among users, and spam. The spam detection model, for
example, cannot detect abusive posts or meaningless posts. This work aimed to develop a general
model to be applied for multiple types of content noise.
Third, in this work, two different word embedding layers were developed; one includes special
characters (e.g., ampersand ‘&’, asterisk ‘*’), and one excludes them.
Finally, a comparative analysis of traditional machine learning and deep learning for content noise
detection was performed. Two different types of processes were proposed; one is based on a traditional
machine learning model using text features, and the other is based on a deep learning model using raw
text. This work highlights the value of deep learning in text mining compared to previous works that
extract extensive text features and develop models.
Although the experiments with deep learning models showed meaningful performance for
the collected dataset, our work has a limitation in that two forums of a corporation were analyzed,
resulting in a limited number of samples. A more comprehensive evaluation process would be
necessary to validate our proposed model by applying it to other forums in diverse sectors where
various topics of interest are discussed. Furthermore, all types of content noise, such as spam, abusive,
and meaningless posts were taken into consideration as a ‘single’ class. For effective operation and
usability of the web forum, a species class for each would be helpful.
Our future research will extend to detect spam through the syntax of posts in web forums.
For example, the degree to which two users repeatedly converse in a text, as well as the post author
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characteristics, can be used as variables. Because content noise can also be classified into more
categories, whereas the present model classifies posts into noise and normal posts, future can be
developed to further classify noises as promotional posts, personal attacks, violent and sexual posts,
and off-topic posts. Such specified classifications can contribute to improving filtering systems and
content quality in web forums.
6. Conclusions
Over the past decade, social media and web forum data have been widely utilized in collecting
and analyzing public opinion to assess sustainability in various sectors, such as for governments,
companies, communities, etc. In particular, web forums can powerfully influence public opinion
and behavior, and thus mobilize and draw people to focus on ethics, social issues, and sustainability.
Therefore, in order to keep such opinion platforms for the public transparent and sustainable, it is
necessary to monitor and recognize “spam” opinions that are deliberately and sometimes illegally
generated to mislead people or automated opinion mining systems.
The importance of a web post is normally evaluated in terms of the number of involved authors
or comments. Thus, noise in the form of spam distorts the analysis results by adding large amounts of
unnecessary data in the opinion analysis. To address this issue, an automatic noise detection model for
web forums is proposed using representative machine learning approaches with feature generation
and deep learning without feature generation. In the traditional machine learning approach, text
features were extracted from the posts in the web forum through text mining, and a classification model
was trained with two classes—spam and normal posts. For better performance, this work adopted
the deep learning models of DNN without processing of the word sequence and RNN with processing
of the word sequence.
To evaluate the proposed model’s performance, the proposed model was applied to two
Walmart-related forums: “Yahoo! Finance” for investor opinions and the “Wal-Mart sucks” board
for customer opinions. It was found that the chosen conventional machine learning models afforded
a poor performance of 87.40% for accuracy and 55.56% for the F1-score, at best, with SVM; however,
the deep learning model afforded a better performance, with the highest accuracy of 98.56% and
a 99.26% F1-score with LSTM. Among the chosen recurrent models, LSTM, which has memory to keep
long sequences, showed a slightly better performance with 98.56% accuracy than the simple RNN with
98.43% accuracy and the DNN with 98.47% accuracy. In summary, we can conclude with confidence
that our deep learning model that encompasses spam, abusive and unnecessary posts, and so on,
especially by processing the sequences of words, could be a proper solution for content noise detection
in web forums.
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